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•  Separate portfolios allocated to 
composites

•  As with current GIPS standards, 
composite performance is most 
appropriate

•  Where the investment manager has an 
individual relationship with the client 
(e.g., segregated account)

•  Clients have ability to have input into the 
management of their portfolio (through 
the investment management agreement)

•  Investment manager is selling 
participation in a broad distribution 
pooled fund

•  Appropriate for asset owners which do 
not market to prospective clients

The 2020 GIPS standards
Core pillars
 
The 2020 GIPS standards define a clearer path to GIPS 
compliance for private wealth managers and managers 
of pooled vehicles and private market1 investments. This 
new edition paves the way for pooled funds which have 
had difficulty integrating into the composite-focused 
model of the GIPS standards. The 2020 GIPS standards 
are also more relevant for all asset classes, including 
alternative investment strategies. 

The original standards were mostly focused on 
individual relationships with clients that had the ability 
to make investment decisions within the framework 
of an investment mandate. The new set of standards 
maintains the same principles for defining the firm 
and defining discretion, while amending the treatment 
of the investment manager’s portfolios regarding 
GIPS. Portfolios are allocated based on the type of 
relationship between the investment manager and 
client. These relationships belong to one of three pillars:

•  The first pillar relates to “one-to-one” relationships. 
These are the investment manager’s individual 
relationships with clients in which the client can make 
decisions around the investment management of the 
segregated account in the framework of an investment 
agreement.

►•  The second pillar is a “one-to-many” relationship, 
which is defined an investment manager selling an 
interest in a pooled fund. 

►•  The third and final pillar is a “one-to-none” 
relationship, which relates to asset owners managing 
their own proprietary assets. In this relationship, the 
asset owner does not have any clients but must report 
to its oversight board or regulators.

1 Definition of private market investments in the GIPS Glossary: Includes 
real assets (e.g., real estate and infrastructure), private equity, and similar 
investments that are illiquid, not publicly traded, and not traded on an 
exchange.

Figure 1: GIPS Standards: old vs. new structure

Old structure: GIPS standards and GIPS guidance statements

New structure: three pillars

Traditional GIPS

One to One One to Many One to None

Pooled fund 
guidance

Asset owner 
guidance
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Reorganization of the GIPS standards 
 
The 2020 GIPS standards include three separate 
documents, or chapters: 
 
• GIPS Standards for Firms

• GIPS Standards for Asset Owners

• GIPS Standards for Verifiers 
 
The sections in the 2020 GIPS standards are now 
organized by the type of firm report, aligned to the 
three pillars: GIPS Composite Report, GIPS Pooled 
Fund Report and GIPS Asset Owner Report. Each 
section includes any asset-class or asset-type specific 
provisions, e.g., overlay, carve-outs and private market 
investments. The sections are self-contained in order to 
reduce complexity and eliminate the need to reference 
across multiple sections or report types.

Furthermore, the 2020 GIPS standards consolidate the 
GIPS requirements that have expanded since 2010 and 
incorporate all guidance statements, questions and 
answers (Q&As), and interpretations published by the 
CFA Institute and the GIPS Executive Committee under 
one single set of standards.

The 2020 GIPS standards have also been enhanced 
to make them more accessible for all asset classes, 
including alternative funds and strategies. The changes 
consider challenges when presenting returns, which has 
historically been one of the most significant barriers to 
entry for alternative asset classes. Within this document 
we will summarize the key improvements that we 
believe have made the standards more approachable 
for wealth managers and managers of alternative 
strategies. 
 
Investment industry relevance 
 
The 2020 GIPS standards have also been enhanced 
to make them more accessible for all asset classes, 
including alternative funds and strategies. The 
changes consider challenges when presenting 
returns, which has historically been one of the most 
significant barriers to entry for alternative asset 
classes. Within this document we will summarize the 
key improvements that we believe have made the 
standards more approachable for wealth managers 
and managers of alternative strategies.
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Key modification to the 
standards

New structure: three pillars
Composite construction

List of composites/pooled funds

Transaction costs vs. trading expenses

Carve-outs

The 2020 GIPS standards

3.A.1: All actual, fee-paying, discretionary portfolios 
must be included in at least one composite. Although 
non-fee-paying discretionary portfolios may be included 
in a composite (with appropriate disclosures), non-
discretionary portfolios are not permitted to be included 
in a firm’s composites.

0.A.10: Firms must provide a complete list of composite 
descriptions to any prospective client.

2.A.4: All returns must be calculated after the 
deduction of the actual trading expenses incurred 
during the period. Firms must not use estimated trading 
expenses.

3.A.8: A carve-out must not be included in a composite 
unless the carve-out is managed separately with its 
own cash balance. Firms are prohibited from allocating 
cash to carve-outs and including those carve-outs in 
composites.

3.A.3: Composites which include only one or more 
pooled funds will no longer be required unless the firm 
offers the strategy as a segregated account.

1.A.23: Firms must maintain and provide (at a 
prospective client’s request) to the appropriate 
prospective investor a complete list of composite 
descriptions and pooled fund descriptions (for limited 
distribution pooled funds). 

The list of broad distribution pooled funds is also 
required, but firms can direct prospective investors to 
the firm’s website if the broad distribution pooled fund 
descriptions are maintained there.

2.A.13: To calculate returns, firms may use estimated 
transaction costs only for the portfolios for which actual 
transaction costs are not known.

3.A.17: Allocating cash to a carve-out and including it in 
a composite is allowed. However, once the firm decides 
to allocate cash to a carve-out, it must create carve-
outs and allocate cash for all carve-outs managed in the 
same strategy. 
 
3.A.18: When the firm has or obtains standalone 
portfolios managed in the same strategy as the carve-
outs with allocated cash, the firm must create a 
separate composite for the standalone portfolios.
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Reports and disclosures

Alternative strategies – Private market investments

Reports are called “compliant presentations”.

Private equity and real estate closed-end funds: Firms 
must calculate annualized since-inception internal rates 
of return (IRR). The IRR must be since inception and 
through each annual period. Private equity composites 
are required to include IRR only. 

There are new titles for GIPS Reports:

►• GIPS Composite Reports – for composites

►•  GIPS Pooled Fund Reports –GIPS Pooled Fund Reports 
reflect only the specific pooled funds’ information and 
are not based on a composite. A Pooled Fund Report 
is not required to be prepared when a firm is selling 
a participation in a broad distribution pooled fund. 
However, it can create one at its own discretion.

1.A.11 & 1.A.13: Firms must make every reasonable 
effort to provide a GIPS Composite Report to all 
prospective clients and provide a GIPS Pooled 
Fund Report to all limited distribution pooled fund 
prospective investors when they initially become 
prospective investors.

6.A.3 & 6.A.5: Firms can choose which returns to 
present and must present the pooled fund expense 
ratio.

1.A.35: The asset class distinction has been removed 
and firms must present time-weighted returns unless 
certain criteria are met, in which case the firm may 
present money-weighted returns. The firm may be 
allowed to present a money-weighted return (MWR) if 
the firm has control over the external cash flows into 
the portfolios, and the portfolios in the composite have 
at least one of the following characteristics: 

(a) closed-end, (b) fixed life, 

(c) fixed commitment and (d) illiquid investments are a 
significant part of the investment strategy. 

1.A.36: The firm must choose if it will present TWR, 
MWR or both, and it must consistently present the 
selected returns. 

5.A.1 & 7.A.1: Only one period of the MWR is required 
to be presented (from inception through the most 
recent annual period end).

0.A.9:  Firms must make every reasonable effort to 
provide a compliant presentation to all prospective 
clients  
 
0. A.11: Firms must provide a compliant presentation 
for any composite listed on the firm’s list of composite 
descriptions to any prospective client that makes such a 
request.

5.A.1.b: Composite returns (either gross or net) must 
be presented for each annual period. Each return must 
be clearly identified as a gross-of-fees or net-of-fees 
return.

4.A.6: When presenting net-of-fees returns, firms must 
disclose if any other fees are deducted in addition to the 
investment management fees and transaction expenses.
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Valuation

Total assets

Subscription line of credit

Overlay exposure

The frequency of valuations is based on the underlying 
asset class and the type of portfolio.

0.A.13: Total firm assets must be the aggregate fair 
value of all discretionary and non-discretionary assets 
managed by the firm. This includes both fee-paying and 
non-fee-paying portfolios.

No requirement

No requirement

5.A.1.h: Either total firm assets or composite assets 
as a percentage of total firm assets, as of each annual 
period end, should be presented.

2.A.40: When calculating time-weighted returns for 
private market investment portfolios that are included 
in composites, private market investment portfolios 
must be valued:

(a) At least quarterly.

(b) As of each quarter end or the last business day of 
the quarter. 

2.A.43 & 2.A.44:  Real estate investments in a real 
estate open-end fund must have an external valuation 
at least once every 12 months. Real estate investments 
that are not in a real estate open-end fund must:

(a) Have an external valuation at least once every 12 
months unless client agreements stipulate otherwise (at 
least every 36 months or more frequently), or 

(b) Be subject to an annual financial statement audit 
performed by an independent public accounting firm. 
The real estate investments must be accounted for at 
fair value (…).

The definition of total firm assets has not changed; 
however, the new standards contain clearer 
specifications of what must not be considered as 
total firm assets (e.g., uncalled committed capital or 
advisory-only assets).

4.A.i. (and all other sections on presentation and 
reporting): Total firm assets are required to be 
presented.

5.A.2 & 7.A.2: If a subscription line of credit is used, the 
firm must present the composite since-inception money-
weighted return both with and without the subscription 
line of credit through the most recent annual period end.

2.A.5: Total firm overlay exposure must include all 
discretionary and non-discretionary overlay strategy 
portfolios for which the firm has investment management 
responsibility.

6.A.4.b: Real estate investments must have an external 
valuation at least once every 12 months unless client 
agreements stipulate otherwise, in which case real 
estate investments must have an external valuation at 
least once every 36 months or per the client agreement 
if the client agreement requires external valuations 
more frequently than every 36 months.
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Risk measure

Portability

5.A.2.a: The three-year annualized ex-post standard 
deviation (using monthly returns) of both the composite 
and the benchmark must be presented.

5.A.8: Performance is required to be linked to the old 
firm (if the portability criteria are met). There is a one-
year grace period.

4.A.1.j & 6.A.1.h: Firms must present for composites 
for which monthly composite returns are available the 
three-year annualized ex-post standard deviation of the 
composite or pooled fund and of the benchmark.

1.A.32: The firm can choose whether to link the returns 
to the old firm (if the portability criteria are met) on a 
composite-specific or pooled fund-specific basis.

1.A.34:  If the firm acquires another firm or affiliation, 
the firm has one year to bring any non-compliant assets 
into compliance. Assets of the acquired non-compliant 
firm or affiliation must meet all the requirements of the 
GIPS standards within one year of the acquisition date, 
on a going forward basis.

The changes summarized above were identified as those changes that would have a significant impact on GIPS-
compliant firms following the 2020 GIPS standards effective date. The key dates relating to the GIPS 2020 timeline 
are as follows:

Issuance of Exposure Draft 
31 August 2018 
31 October 2018 (verification)

End date of Exposure Draft comment period 
31 December 2018

Final issuance of 2020 GIPS Standards 
30 June 2019

Effective date of 2020 GIPS Standards 
1 January 2020

GIPS Reports to be prepared per the  
GIPS 2020 Standards 
GIPS Reports that include performance results for 
periods ending on or after 31 December 2020/early 
adoption is encouraged.
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What is the impact of the 2020 
standards on alternative asset managers 
and fund managers? 
 
The 2020 GIPS standards represent the culmination 
of thousands of hours of effort between industry 
volunteers and CFA Institute staff, much of which has 
been focused on making the standards more meaningful 
for private wealth managers, pooled fund managers, 
and managers that specialize in alternative strategies 
(now called private market investments).

Below are some of the highlights of key modifications 
made to provide clarity (and flexibility) for the 
application of the GIPS standards to fund vehicles and 
alternative products: 

•  The 2020 GIPS standards no longer require broad 
distribution pooled funds2 to be included in a 
composite. Firms have several options for providing 
GIPS broad distribution pooled fund information to 
prospective investors and are not required to provide 
a GIPS Pooled Fund Report to broad distribution 
pooled fund investors. Firms must, however, provide 
a GIPS Limited Distribution Pooled Fund Report to 
prospective investors.

•  The 2020 GIPS standards now incorporate the 
previously segregated sections on private equity and 
real estate asset classes in the core sections of the 
standards.

•  The 2020 GIPS standards provide specific, clear 
guidance on how alternative asset managers should 
calculate returns when they are using subscription 
lines of credit to fund private investments.

•  The 2020 GIPS standards provide clarity around 
presentation of money-weighted returns (MWRs) 
(formerly internal rate of return, or IRR) vs. time-weighted 
returns (TWRs). Firms may choose to present MWRs if:

•  The firm has control over external cash flows, and

•  Each composite has, or the pooled fund has, at least 
one of the following characteristics:

1. It is closed-end

2. It has a fixed life

3. It has a fixed capital commitment 

4.  Illiquid investments are a significant part of the 
investment strategy

Limited distribution Pooled Funds (LDPF) Broad distribution Pooled Funds (BDPF)

•  Firm is selling participation in a specific fund (one-to-one 
meeting)

•  Typically no direct contact between the firm and the Pooled 
Funds investor

2 Definition of private market investments in the GIPS Glossary: Includes 
real assets (e.g., real estate and infrastructure), private equity, and similar 
investments that are illiquid, not publicly traded, and not traded on an 
exchange.

Figure 2: Limited distribution pooled fund (LDPF) vs. broad distribution pooled fund (BDPF)
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Return Calculation

Time-weighted returns (TWR) 
 
•  Period-by-period returns that reflect the change in 

value and negate the effects of external cash flows

•  Can continue to present TWR in line with the current 
standards

•  For pooled funds that are not in composites, the firm 
must calculate the return:

1.  At least annually

2. At the time of all subscriptions and redemptions

Money-weighted returns (MWR) 
 
•  A return for a period that reflects the change in value 

and the timing and size of external cash flows

•  If the firm has control over external cash flows and 
either:

1. It is a closed-end fund

2. Has a fixed life

3. Has a fixed capital commitment

4.  Illiquid investments are a significant part of the 
investment strategy

Option to

present either
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Our view
How we see it
 
In our view, the 2020 GIPS standards will encourage 
further demand for compliance by asset owners, 
widespread adoption by asset managers (specifically 
those managing fund vehicles), and additional support 
from regulators. The GIPS standards are now more 
relevant and applicable to all asset managers and asset 
owners, regardless of structure, client type, asset 
class or investment strategy, while retaining their core 
objective: ensuring performance transparency and 
comparability.

We also believe the 2020 GIPS standards will provide 
firms with the flexibility and optionality to present 
performance in a way that is most meaningful to the 
user of the information. Asset managers that claim 
compliance with the GIPS Standards should find the 
2020 refresh more intuitive and relevant.

We believe that a broader constituency of those 
claiming compliance will be seen in the future, including 
alternative asset managers and asset owners, as 
a result of the clarified GIPS 2020 standards. We 
predict that investors will expect all asset managers to 
demonstrate compliance with performance reporting 
standards as prescribed in the 2020 GIPS standards. 
As for asset owners, they will not only require GIPS 
compliance from their external asset managers, but 
will also set themselves the goal of implementing GIPS 
compliance for themselves.

How we can help
 
We can work with you to offer an impact assessment of 
GIPS 2020 on your firm and look forward to providing 
assurance that the changes to the GIPS 2020 edition 
will be applied with minimal disruption.

If you have not claimed compliance in the past, we can 
work with you on a gap analysis to support your journey 
towards your initial claim of compliance. We have 
supported many firms in achieving their goal of GIPS 
compliance.

As an auditor and verifier of numerous asset 
management clients, we have the right resources and 
expertise to discuss how the GIPS 2020 standards 
would be integrated into your business. We also have 
a globally integrated network of GIPS professionals 
serving global asset managers that claim compliance 
and international representation on various GIPS 
working groups and committees to help you find the 
answers to your GIPS-related questions and needs.

EY GIPS contact Switzerland
 
Susanne Klemm 
Director, Investment Performance Services 
+41 58 286 6914 
susanne.klemm@ch.ey.com
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EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
 
About the global EY organization
The global EY organization is a leader in assurance, tax, transaction
and advisory services. We leverage our experience, knowledge and
services to help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and
in economies all over the world. We are ideally equipped for this task
– with well trained employees, strong teams, excellent services and
outstanding client relations. Our global purpose is to drive progress
and make a difference by building a better working world – for our
people, for our clients and for our communities.
 
The global EY organization refers to all member firms of Ernst &
Young Global Limited (EYG). Each EYG member firm is a separate
legal entity and has no liability for another such entity’s acts or
omissions. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by
guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information,
please visit www.ey.com.
 
EY’s organization is represented in Switzerland by Ernst & Young
Ltd, Basel, with 10 offices across Switzerland, and in Liechtenstein
by Ernst & Young AG, Vaduz. In this publication, “EY” and “we” refer
to Ernst & Young Ltd, Basel, a member firm of Ernst & Young Global
Limited.
 
© 2019
Ernst & Young Ltd
All Rights Reserved.
 
ED None
 
This publication contains information in summary form and is therefore intended for general
guidance only. Although prepared with utmost care this publication is not intended to be a
substitute for detailed research or professional advice. Therefore, by reading this publication,
you agree that no liability for correctness, completeness and/or currentness will be assumed.
It is solely the responsibility of the readers to decide whether and in what form the 
information
made available is relevant for their purposes. Neither Ernst & Young Ltd nor any other
member of the global EY organization accepts any responsibility. On any specific matter,
reference should be made to the appropriate advisor.

 
www.ey.com/ch


